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11 TOP TIPS FOR GOOGLE RANKING

1. Meta Data: Search results of a website can be significantly influenced 

website and content of the landing page.

HTML tags that convey snippets of text describing the page content to Google 

crawlers can be thought of as computer programs that Google implements to search the world 

wide web which reads and index

presented in the Google search 

utilises human readers to search and give manual

 

Meta tags don’t appear on the page itself, but

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 

meta tags. There are 3 main essential

Title tag, 2) Keyword meta tag and

 

2. How to check a websites met

Firefox or Microsoft Edge, hold the CTRL key and press

webpage.  You can now search for the title, keywords and description tags if they are present.

 

Your Title tag: The tag <title> l

spaces.  Within a website it may appear as:

 

<title>A skilled web design agency Melbourne with local SEO Melbourne

Your Description meta tag: The 

characters.  It’ll look something like:

<meta name="description" content="MYEASYPC is a premium provider of web design, local SEO 

Melbourne n Google apps for business. For affordable website design Melbourne | affordable 

SEO Melbourne" /> 

 

Your Keywords meta tag: This is the most important meta tag i

as Google pick up when a search term is en

knowledge to research and tell you 

 

The keywords meta tag will resemble: 

<meta name="keywords" content="affordable website design melbourne, affordable seo 

melbourne, local seo melbourne, web design agency melbourne, google apps melbourne" />
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of a website can be significantly influenced by the meta data

website and content of the landing page.  Meta data is embedded within meta tags; 

HTML tags that convey snippets of text describing the page content to Google 

crawlers can be thought of as computer programs that Google implements to search the world 

indexes websites and webpages. The indexed results are then

in the Google search page with the website address.  A little-known fact is Google also 

es human readers to search and give manually indexed websites along with the craw

eta tags don’t appear on the page itself, but are only embedded within the page

Optimization) for your website can be greatly helped by having the correct 

essential meta tags to be embedded into your website. These are  1) 

Keyword meta tag and 3) Description meta tag.  

a websites meta tags: Using any of the main 3 browsers, Google Chrome, Moz

hold the CTRL key and press ‘U’.  This shows you the 

You can now search for the title, keywords and description tags if they are present.

The tag <title> length optimal is 65 characters aim for 65 characters including 

may appear as: 

A skilled web design agency Melbourne with local SEO Melbourne</title>

The description meta tag length is optimally between 150

It’ll look something like: 

name="description" content="MYEASYPC is a premium provider of web design, local SEO 

Melbourne n Google apps for business. For affordable website design Melbourne | affordable 

This is the most important meta tag in SEO which search engines such 

as Google pick up when a search term is entered. It is best to use an SEO company that has the 

knowledge to research and tell you which are the best  keywords for website optimisation. 

The keywords meta tag will resemble:  

<meta name="keywords" content="affordable website design melbourne, affordable seo 

melbourne, local seo melbourne, web design agency melbourne, google apps melbourne" />

 

by MYEASYPC 

meta data of the 

Meta data is embedded within meta tags; these are 

HTML tags that convey snippets of text describing the page content to Google ‘crawlers’. Google 

crawlers can be thought of as computer programs that Google implements to search the world 

. The indexed results are then 

known fact is Google also 

websites along with the crawlers. 

within the page’s HTML code. 

by having the correct 

to your website. These are  1) 

3 browsers, Google Chrome, Mozilla 

his shows you the source code of the 

You can now search for the title, keywords and description tags if they are present. 

im for 65 characters including 

</title> 

between 150-160 

name="description" content="MYEASYPC is a premium provider of web design, local SEO 

Melbourne n Google apps for business. For affordable website design Melbourne | affordable 

n SEO which search engines such 

ompany that has the 

which are the best  keywords for website optimisation.  

<meta name="keywords" content="affordable website design melbourne, affordable seo 

melbourne, local seo melbourne, web design agency melbourne, google apps melbourne" /> 
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3. The Title Tag: It has been found that 

optimisation for Google ranking.  However, this needs to be comple

The title tag is the website’s second m

therefore sends a strong on-page SEO signal to Google c

 

4. Keywords:  Keyword(s) in the registered domain or the first word in the domain name will have a 

favourable influence on the search results. 

long tail keyword) will provide an edge over sites 

domain or have the keyword in the middle or end of their domain name

serious about its brand, it is essential to register and establish a domain name closely related to 

the business and optimise the website to your carefully selected keywords.

The same goes for importance of keywords in

having content that refers to the keywords that really gives weight in the Google search results.

5. Optimised Content:  Your keywords should appear within the firs

on the page. When optimising a website

 

According to Google guideline

page. Having the keywords early in the article emphasis

to the keywords. It has also been found that having the 

tags send a strong signal to Google crawlers.  In this sense, 

supplementary title tag that sends another relevancy signal to Google that will help with

SEO. 

 

In addition, Google crawlers prefer quality content written without gr

errors over shorter, superficial

 

6. Domain Age: Many people ask whether 

According to Google, domain 

six months old versus one year old is really not that significant.  

What is critical however is the age

website.  The longer the time since

your ranking.  Therefore, registering a domain name do

quickly so Google can crawl does!

 Furthermore, when it comes to the written content o

new content.  So having updated 

will encourage Google to crawl your website more

competitors.  Check out this video from Google webmasters:

                                                   

It has been found that having the keyword in the Title tag increases 

sation for Google ranking.  However, this needs to be complemented by the page content.  

s second most important element after the content 

page SEO signal to Google crawlers. 

Keyword(s) in the registered domain or the first word in the domain name will have a 

favourable influence on the search results.  A domain that starts with a target keyword (such as a 

) will provide an edge over sites that either don’t have any keyword in their 

domain or have the keyword in the middle or end of their domain name.  If your business is 

serious about its brand, it is essential to register and establish a domain name closely related to 

optimise the website to your carefully selected keywords. 

for importance of keywords in title tags and description tags. However, again it is 

having content that refers to the keywords that really gives weight in the Google search results.

our keywords should appear within the first 100-150 words of the article 

ing a website, we recommend optimising the home page first. 

According to Google guidelines, sites should not have more than 3 to 4 keywor

ds early in the article emphasises that the page content is 

It has also been found that having the keyword appearing in H1 or H2 

signal to Google crawlers.  In this sense, H1 tags may be considered as a 

title tag that sends another relevancy signal to Google that will help with

Google crawlers prefer quality content written without grammatical and spelling 

superficial, poor quality articles. 

Many people ask whether the age of the domain is important for Google ranking. 

domain age is not that important.  The difference between a dom

year old is really not that significant.   

the age of your content, plus when Google bots first 

time since Google first crawled the website, the more it

registering a domain name does not help but getting the website l

does! 

s to the written content on the website, Google crawlers love 

having updated blogs or new keyword relevant content continually being added 

will encourage Google to crawl your website more frequently and rank higher compared to your 

Check out this video from Google webmasters:  https://youtu.be/

 

Title tag increases page 

mented by the page content.  

the content itself. The title tag 

Keyword(s) in the registered domain or the first word in the domain name will have a 

A domain that starts with a target keyword (such as a 

that either don’t have any keyword in their 

If your business is 

serious about its brand, it is essential to register and establish a domain name closely related to 

escription tags. However, again it is 

having content that refers to the keywords that really gives weight in the Google search results. 

150 words of the article 

ing the home page first.  

should not have more than 3 to 4 keywords within one 

es that the page content is closely linked 

eyword appearing in H1 or H2 (heading) 

may be considered as a 

title tag that sends another relevancy signal to Google that will help with your 

ammatical and spelling 

important for Google ranking. 

ifference between a domain that is 

when Google bots first crawled the 

, the more it will help with 

getting the website live 

n the website, Google crawlers love fresh, 

relevant content continually being added 

and rank higher compared to your 

https://youtu.be/-pnpg00FWJY 
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7. Extensions:  Websites having domain names with c

.au or .uk) will help rank better for that particular country, 

globally. 

Therefore if you are intending to sell to other countries in the future or your clients are located 

globally we recommend registering 

domain does not have negative significance

domains using carefully selected 

your website ranking well locally

8. Long tail keywords: Long tail keywords

keywords that are specific to the services and pr

For example, a long tail keyword might be

a short end keyword such as "website design".

With the introduction of the 

other search algorithms, long tail keywords have become increasingly important 

user types in an acutely specific search phrase, they tend to be looking for 

service.  Having long tail keywords

of their search results. 

Google's search results are continually 

internet users are increasingly moving toward

natural language search becoming more popular with the 

mobile devices.  

 

9. Avoid over-use: Try and use the chosen

to avoid overloading the keyword density 

influence on your organic SEO

occurrences of any given keyword throughout the page.

signals a wider breadth of the subject, and consider using synonyms for your keywords.  

It is important that you do not optimise the same keyword on multiple pages.

different keywords on each page, you can opt

individual pages.        

 

                                                   

Websites having domain names with country TLD (top-level domain) 

er for that particular country, but limits the website’s ability to rank 

ou are intending to sell to other countries in the future or your clients are located 

globally we recommend registering your top level domain as .com, .net or .biz. Having 

negative significance ranking locally.  Quality optimisation 

carefully selected keywords will overcome the country TLD localis

your website ranking well locally. 

Long tail keywords are search phrases with a combination of 2 to 4 

are specific to the services and products the website is offering.  

a long tail keyword might be "affordable website design Melbourne" as opposed to 

a short end keyword such as "website design". 

Hummingbird algorithm and continuous modifications to Google's 

long tail keywords have become increasingly important 

specific search phrase, they tend to be looking for a particular product 

keywords embedded in your website will bring your website to the top 

continually modified to user behaviour. With the current technology

nternet users are increasingly moving towards using long tail keyword searches 

natural language search becoming more popular with the increased use of voice recognition on 

Try and use the chosen keywords frequently throughout the article being careful 

overloading the keyword density on the webpage.  Overloading can result in a

influence on your organic SEO for the entire website.  As a guideline we recommend having 3 to 4 

any given keyword throughout the page.  Ensure the content with

of the subject, and consider using synonyms for your keywords.  

do not optimise the same keyword on multiple pages.

different keywords on each page, you can optimise the potential of the entire site, rather than 

 

 

level domain) extensions (e.g.  

but limits the website’s ability to rank 

ou are intending to sell to other countries in the future or your clients are located 

biz. Having a .com 

ation of .com 

localisation and get 

are search phrases with a combination of 2 to 4 

oducts the website is offering.   

"affordable website design Melbourne" as opposed to 

ithm and continuous modifications to Google's 

long tail keywords have become increasingly important to SEO.  When a 

particular product or 

in your website will bring your website to the top 

ehaviour. With the current technology, 

long tail keyword searches partly due to 

voice recognition on 

the article being careful 

result in a negative 

As a guideline we recommend having 3 to 4 

content within the article 

of the subject, and consider using synonyms for your keywords.   

do not optimise the same keyword on multiple pages.  In fact, by using 

imise the potential of the entire site, rather than 
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10. Public vs. Private ‘Who Is’ information

registrar details, tech and billing contact 

possible to use a service to keep this information private, 

traders prefer to do.   

However, we recommend not to hide behind domain privacy services if you or your b

don’t have a legitimate reason to.

see through this privacy wall.  Having your domain private

tech savvy visitors and potential

this is unproven).   

11. Google algorithms: Google algorithms have change

in 2000. Google algorithms can be thought of as models of computer programs Google creates 

for web searches and indexing

most recently ‘Hummingbird’

Panda and Penguin algorithms

In 2014 Google had a major local algorith

the United States, then expande

introduction by Google shocked

and modified how they handle and interpret location cues. 

Algorithm updates do not mean the previous versions are made obsolete

and better improvements to the way Google searches and indexes w

relevancy, location, information

 

A detailed list of algorithm updates can be found 

 

 

 

                                                   

information: Domain information such as the registrant details, 

ls, tech and billing contact can be found by a ‘Who Is’ search:  https://who.is/

possible to use a service to keep this information private, which some smaller businesses and sole 

e recommend not to hide behind domain privacy services if you or your b

don’t have a legitimate reason to.  There is evidence that search engines especially Google can 

all.  Having your domain private makes the website less trustworthy to 

and potential customers, and may be penalised by Google crawlers (although 

Google algorithms have change dramatically over the years since its 

Google algorithms can be thought of as models of computer programs Google creates 

ndexing. The 3 major Google algorithm updates are ‘Panda

’.  Google Hummingbird looks at long tail keywords and utilis

algorithms.   

In 2014 Google had a major local algorithm update, named ‘Pigeon’.  Pigeon was deployed

expanded to the United Kingdom, Canada and Australia.  

introduction by Google shocked the local SEO and drastically altered some local search results 

and modified how they handle and interpret location cues.  

t mean the previous versions are made obsolete, but rather

to the way Google searches and indexes websites according to 

information and content. 

lgorithm updates can be found at https://moz.com/google-

 

Domain information such as the registrant details, 

https://who.is/.  It is 

smaller businesses and sole 

e recommend not to hide behind domain privacy services if you or your business 

evidence that search engines especially Google can 

makes the website less trustworthy to 

Google crawlers (although 

years since its inception 

Google algorithms can be thought of as models of computer programs Google creates 

Panda’, ‘Penguin’ and 

tail keywords and utilises both 

Pigeon was deployed first to 

d to the United Kingdom, Canada and Australia.  This new 

ically altered some local search results 

but rather offer new 

ebsites according to 

-algorithm-change/ 


